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Supplier news

A little gem by Storci: 
Couscousline 500

Anzio Storci, President of Storci.

Couscousline 500 has the same 
technology as the larger lines 

built in collaboration with 
Storci’s partner: Fava.

Storci, together with Fava, represents a fundamental reference 
point when it comes to couscous lines. The care and commitment 
shown by the company president Anzio Storci, for a product with 
such distinctive characteristics have made it possible to develop 
high-tech systems which still respect traditional values. From this 

experience comes one of our most innovative and noteworthy 
lines: the Couscousline 500, designed and built using the same 
technology and construction systems as the larger 1.200/3.000 
kg/h lines built in collaboration with our partner Fava.
Here are some of the strong points of the Storci lines: 
• being able to produce the exact grain size the customer 
wants thanks to a specifically designed selection of meshes for 
producing fine, medium and coarse couscous; 
• the Premix®, an exclusive innovation from Storci, guarantees 
excellent product quality (giving it a deeper yellow colour) and 
an improved firmness to the bite of the cooked product;
• a rotating, self-cleaning sieve (rouleuse);
• pre-cooking where the product is totally enveloped in steam;
• conveyor belts that are no longer made from steel which 
totally eliminate the possibility of any black (burnt) granules 
(which used to stick to the belt) ending up in the final product. 
The lines’quality: price ratio is also excellent as no waste is 
produced (all leftovers are rehydrated). Furthermore the line 
has been conceived and built in individual monoblock units to 
reduce shipping costs and installation times.
Markets are responding to all of these features in a very positive 
manner and Storci can already boast a superb past record, with a 
considerable number of lines being sold all over the world. Four 
lines have recently been sold and are now being installed and 
numerous deals are currently in the making, thus ensuring the 
continuation of this exceptional positive trend. 
Of course, with a president like Anzio Storci, who has always 
believed in the couscous lines and who loves to deal personally 

with all our customers, there will always be the necessary drive 
and enthusiasm for continual improvement in our range and for 
ensuring end customer satisfaction. ◊


